GRANITEK DOUBLE-bowl sink
MODE L AGS592B

OUR REVOLUTIONARY TECHNOLOGY

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Our manufacturing process uses a moulding technology
system, meaning Artusi Granitek sinks consist of a substantial
and even distribution of its components including within the
sink mass. This technology is internationally patented.

FINISH
• Black Granitek only
FEATURES
• Inset or Undermount
• Resistance to high temperatures
• Resistance to impacts
• Modern, streamlined appearance
• Easy to clean
• Resistance to surface scratches
• Sink Kit: Space saving siphon, waste and
pre-mounted hooks

Granitek is the name given to our process of bonding
granite and acrylic resin. This process results in the highestquality finish, as it gives greater protection against high
temperatures, cracks and chips, and is more resistant to
heavy impacts.
CERAMISATION is a method of colouring the granite particles
by penetrating the whole mass, through a firing process of
heating the material to over 700°C. This ensures the colour
can penetrate deeply, reaching particles’ core. The result is a
significant improvement to resistance against discolouration.

AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES:
AVI03305: Stainless Steel Colander

OFFERING

30 year
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DI SC LA IM E R
Eurolinx PTY LTD, is continually seeking ways to improve the design specifications, aesthetics and production techniques of its products. As a result alterations to
our products and designs take place continually. Whilst every effort is made to produce information and literature that is up to date, this brochure should not be
regarded as an infallible guide to the current specifications, nor does it constitute an offer for the sale of any particular product. Product dimensions indicated in
our literature is indicative only. Actual product only should be used to define dimension cut outs. Distributors, and retailers are not agents of Eurolinx and are not
authorized to bind Eurolinx by any express or implied undertaking or representation.

GRANITEK DOUBLE-bowl sink
MODE L AGS592B

TECHNICAL DIAGRAM

For more detailed drawings- contact Artusi

NB: drawings are not to scale — they are to be used for detailed installation instructions, please refer to user guide.
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AGS592B Two-Bowl Sink
BLACK GRANITEK
Size: 590x500mm
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